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Kaauhuku, Kohala, Hawaii.

Govt. Lots.

Lot #36.

Notes of Survey:

Beginning at a marked post at North angle, this being also the common angle of this lot with lots #33 and #37, the coordinates of said point being:

\[ S 6331.77 \]
\[ W 4697.10 \]

Referring to H.G.S. Sta. Puu Uhane, the body runs by the true meridian, 1877.

1. S. 40°44'E., - 899.0 ft. along lot #36, to marked post at East angle on body, Nunulu Nui.

2. S. 56°35'W., - 452.0 " along same.

3. S. 62°10'W., - 580.0 ft. " to marked post and on stone at foot of same at South angle at junction of the lands of Kaauhuku Nunulu Nui and Mahuoka 2nd.

4. N. 10°11'N., - 309.0 ft. along Mahuoka 1st. and 2nd to marked post.

5. N. 84°20'N., - 393.0 " along Mahuoka 1st. to marked post.

6. N. 40°44'W., - 1023.0 " along lot #35 to point of beginning.

Reserving a 40 ft. roadway along lot #33 and containing a net area of 54.86 acres, more or less.

\[ - 7. N. 32°25' & 50 ft along lot 33 \]
\[ - 8. S. 84°50' & 206 " \]
\[ - 9. N. 68°04' & 129 " \]
\[ - 10. S. 86°17' & 334 " \]
\[ - 11. W. 69°03' & 363 " \]
\[ - 12. N. 74°13' & 121 " \]

Surveyor.

December 1899.

The coordinates are not down.

The distances do not agree with the map.

There is no closing course.

As taken from Leisthaus's corrected description of lots 35, 37 and 36.

N + 12.1
E + 2.2